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Abstract

We present a novel unified framework for both static and space-time saliency detection. Our method

is a bottom-up approach and computes so-called local regression kernels (i.e., local descriptors) from

the given image (or a video), which measure the likeness of a pixel (or voxel) to its surroundings. Visual

saliency is then computed using the said “self-resemblance” measure. The framework results in a saliency

map where each pixel (or voxel) indicates the statistical likelihood of saliency of a feature matrix given

its surrounding feature matrices. As a similarity measure,matrix cosine similarity (a generalization of

cosine similarity) is employed. State of the art performance is demonstrated on commonly used human

eye fixation data (static scenes [5] and dynamic scenes [16])and some psychological patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual saliency detection has been of great research interest [5], [8], [10], [14], [17], [36], [43],

[42], [18], [24], [13] in recent years. Analysis of visual attention is considered a very important

component in the human vision system because of a wide range of applications such as object

detection, predicting human eye fixation, video summarization [23], image quality assessment

[20], [26] and more. In general, saliency is defined as what drives human perceptual attention.

There are two types of computational models for saliency according to what the model is driven

by: a bottom-up saliency [5], [8], [14], [17], [43], [42], [24], [13] and a top-down saliency [10],
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[36], [18]. As opposed to bottom-up saliency algorithms that are fast and driven by low-level

features, top-down saliency algorithms are slower and task-driven.

The problem of interest addressed in this paper is bottom-upsaliency which can be described

as follows: Given an image or a video, we are interested in accurately detecting salient objects or

actions from the data without any background knowledge. To accomplish this task, we propose

to use, as features, so-calledlocal steering kernelsandspace-time local steering kernelswhich

capture local data structure exceedingly well. Our approach is motivated by a probabilistic

framework, which is based on a nonparametric estimate of thelikelihood of saliency. As we

describe below, this boils down to the local calculation of a“self-resemblance” map, which

measures the similarity of a feature matrix at a pixel of interest to its neighboring feature

matrices.

A. Previous work

Itti et al. [17] introduced a saliency model which was biologically inspired. Specifically, they

proposed the use of a set of feature maps from three complementary channels as intensity, color,

and orientation. The normalized feature maps from each channel were then linearly combined

to generate the overall saliency map. Even though this modelhas been shown to be successful

in predicting human fixations, it is somewhat ad-hoc in that there is no objective function to be

optimized and many parameters must be tuned by hand. With theproliferation of eye-tracking

data, a number of researchers have recently attempted to address the question of what attracts

human visual attention by being more mathematically and statistically precise [5], [8], [9], [10],

[16], [43], [13].

Bruce and Tsotsos [5] modeled bottom-up saliency as the maximum information sampled

from an image. More specifically, saliency is computed as Shannon’s self-information− log p(f),

wheref is a local visual feature vector (i.e., derived from independent component analysis (ICA)

performed on a large sample of small RGB patches in the image.) The probability density function

is estimated based on a Gaussian kernel density estimate in aneural circuit.

Gao et al. [8], [9], [10] proposed a unified framework for top-down and bottom-up saliency as

a classification problem with the objective being the minimization of classification error. They

first applied this framework to object detection [10] in which a set of features are selected such

that a class of interest is best discriminated from all otherclasses, and saliency is defined as the
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weighted sum of features that are salient for that class. In [8], they defined bottom-up saliency

using the idea that pixel locations are salient if they are distinguished from their surroundings.

They used difference of Gaussians (DoG) filters and Gabor filters, measuring the saliency of a

point as the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the histogram of filter responses at the

point and the histogram of filter responses in the surrounding region. Mahadevan and Vasconcelos

[22] applied this bottom-up saliency to background subtraction in highly dynamic scenes.

Oliva and Torralba [27], [36] proposed a Bayesian frameworkfor the task of visual search

(i.e., whether a target is present or not.) They modeled bottom-up saliency as 1
p(f |fG)

where

fG represents a global feature that summarizes the appearanceof the scene and approximated

this conditional probability density funtion by fitting to amultivariate exponential distribution.

Zhang et al. [43] also proposed saliency detection using natural statistics (SUN) based on a

similar Bayesian framework to estimate the probability of atarget at every location. They also

claimed that their saliency measure emerges from the use of Shannon’s self-information under

certain assumptions. They used ICA features as similarly done in [5], but their method differs

from [5] in that natural image statistics were applied to determine the density function of ICA

featuers. Itti and Baldi [16] proposed so-called “BayesianSurprise” and extended it to the video

case [15]. They measured KL-divergence between a prior distribution and posterior distribution

as a measure of saliency.

For saliency detection in video, Marat et al. [24] proposed aspace-time saliency detection

algorithm inspired by the human visual system. They fused a static saliency map and a dynamic

saliency map to generate the space-time saliency map. Gao etal. [8] adopted a dynamic texture

model using a Kalman filter in order to capture the motion patterns even in the case that the

scene is itself dynamic. Zhang et al. [42] extended their SUNframework to a dynamic scene by

introducing temporal filter (Difference of Exponential:DoE) and fitting a generalized Gaussian

distribution to the estimated distribution for each filter response.

Most of the methods [8], [17], [27], [42] based on Gabor or DoGfilter responses require many

design parameters such as the number of filters, type of filters, choice of the nonlinearities, and

a proper normalization scheme. These methods tend to emphasize textured areas as being salient

regardless of their context. In order to deal with these problems, [5], [43] adopted non-linear

features that model complex cells or neurons in higher levels of the visual system. Kienzle et

al. [19] further proposed to learn a visual saliency model directly from human eyetracking data
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Graphical overview of saliency detection system (a)static saliency map (b) space-time saliency map. Note that the

number of neighboring featuresN in (b) is obtained from a space-time neighborhood.

using a support vector machine (SVM).

Different from traditional image statistical models, a spectral residual (SR) approach based

on the Fourier transform was recently proposed by Hou and Zhang [14]. The spectral residual

approach does not rely on parameters and detects saliency rapidly. In this approach, the difference

between the log spectrum of an image and its smoothed versionis the spectral residual of the

image. However, Guo and Zhang [12] claimed that what plays animportant role for saliency

detection is not SR, but the image’s phase spectrum. Recently, Hou and Zhang [13] proposed a

dynamic visual attention model by setting up an objective function to maximize the entropy of

the sampled visual features based on the incremental codinglength.

B. Overview of the Proposed Approach

In this paper, our contributions to the saliency detection task are three-fold. First we propose

to use local regression kernels as features which capture the underlying local structure of the
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data exceedingly well, even in the presence of significant distortions. Second we propose to

use a nonparametric kernel density estimation for such features, which results in a saliency

map constructed from a local “self-resemblance” measure, indicating likelihood of saliency.

Lastly, we provide a simple, but powerful unified framework for both static and space-time

saliency detection. The original motivation behind these contributions is the earlier work on

adaptive kernel regression for image and video reconstruction [34], [35] and nonparametric

object detection1 [29] and action recognition2 [30].

As similarly done in Gao et al. [8], we measure saliency at a pixel in terms of how much it

stands out from its surroundings. To formalize saliency at each pixel, we let the binary random

variableyi denote whether a pixel positionxi = [x1, x2]
T
i is salient or not as follows:

yi =
{ 1, if xi is salient,

0, otherwise,
(1)

wherei = 1, · · · , M , andM is the total number of pixels in the image. Motivated by the approach

in [43], [27], we define saliency at pixel positionxi as a posterior probabilityPr(yi = 1|F) as

follows:

Si = Pr(yi = 1|F), (2)

where the feature matrix,Fi = [f1
i , · · · , fL

i ] at pixel of interestxi (what we call a center feature,)

contains a set of feature vectors (fi) in a local neighborhood whereL is the number of features

in that neighborhood3. In turn, the larger collection of featuresF = [F1, · · · ,FN ] is a matrix

containing features not only from the center, but also a surrounding region (what we call a

center+surround region; See Fig.2.) N is the number of feature matrices in the center+surround

region. Using Bayes’ theorem, Equation (2) can be written as

Si = Pr(yi = 1|F) =
p(F|yi = 1)Pr(yi = 1)

p(F)
. (3)

By assuming that 1) a-priori, every pixel is considered to beequally likely to be salient; and 2)

p(F) are uniform over features, the saliency we defined boils downto the conditional probability

densityp(F|yi = 1).

1Available online fromhttp://users.soe.ucsc.edu/ ˜ rokaf/paper/TrainingFreeGenericObjectDetection.pdf

2Available online fromhttp://users.soe.ucsc.edu/ ˜ rokaf/paper/IJCV_ActionRecognition_Final_Mar27.pdf

3Note that if L = 1, we use a single feature vector. Using a feature matrix consisting of a set of feature vectors provides

more discriminative power than using a single feature vector as also pointed out in [41], [3].
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Fig. 2. Illustration of difference between Gao el al. [8]’s approach and our approach about a center-surround definition.

Since we do not know the conditional probability densityp(F|yi = 1), we need to estimate it.

It is worth noting that Gao et al. [8] and Zhang et al. [43] fit the marginal density of local feature

vectorsp(f) to a generalized Gaussian distribution. However, in this paper, we approximate the

conditional density functionp(F|yi = 1) based on nonparametric kernel density estimation which

will be explained in detail in SectionII-B.

Before we begin a more detailed description, it is worthwhile to highlight some aspects of

our proposed framework. While the state-of-the art methods[5], [8], [16], [43] are related to

our method, their approaches fundamentally differ from ours in the following respects: 1) While

they use Gabor filters, DoG filters, or ICA to derive features,we propose to use local steering

kernels (LSK) which are highly nonlinear but stable in the presence of uncertainty in the data

[34]. In addition, normalized local steering kernels provide a certain invariance as shown in Fig.

4; 2) As opposed to [8], [43] which model marginal densities ofband-pass features as a gener-

alized Gaussian distribution, we estimate the conditionalprobability densityp(F|yi = 1) using

nonparametric kernel density estimation; 3) While Itti andBaldi [16] computed, as a measure of

saliency, KL-divergence between a prior and a posterior distribution, we explicitly estimate the

likelihood function directly using nonparametric kernel density estimation; 4) Our space-time

saliency detection method does not require explicit motionestimation; 5) The proposed unified

framework can handle both static and space-time saliency detection. Fig.1 shows an overview

of our proposed framework for saliency detection. To summarize the operation of the overall

algorithm, we first compute the normalized local steering kernels (space-time local steering

kernels) from the given image (video) I and vectorize them asf ’s. Then, we identify featuresFi
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centered at a pixel of interestxi, and a set of feature matricesFj in a center+surrounding region

and compute the self-resemblance measure (See Equations (13) and (14).) The final saliency map

is given as a density map as shown in Fig1. A shorter version of this paper4 was accepted for

the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, 1st International Workshop

on Visual Scene Understanding (ViSU09) [31].

In the next section, we provide further technical details about the steps outlined above. In

SectionIII , we demonstrate the performance of the system with experimental results, and we

conclude this paper in SectionIV.

II. TECHNICAL DETAILS

A. Local Regression Kernel as a Feature

1) Local Steering Kernel (2-D LSK):The key idea behind local steering kernels is to robustly

obtain the local structure of images by analyzing the radiometric (pixel value) differences based

on estimated gradients, and use this structure informationto determine the shape and size of a

canonical kernel. The local steering kernel is modeled as

K(xl − xi)=

√
det(Cl)

h2
exp

{
(xl − xi)

TCl(xl − xi)

−2h2

}
, Cl ∈ R

2×2, (4)

where l ∈ {1, · · · , P}, P is the number of pixels in a local window;h is a global smoothing

parameter, and the matrixCl is a covariance matrix estimated from a collection of spatial gradient

vectors within the local analysis window around a positionxl = [x1, x2]
T
l (See Fig.3 (a).)

2) Space-Time Local Steering Kernel (3-D LSK):Now, we introduce the time axis to the

data model so thatxl = [x1, x2, t]
T
l : x1 and x2 are the spatial coordinates,t is the temporal

coordinate. In this setup, the covariance matrixCl can be naively estimated asJT
l Jl with

Jl =





zx1(x1), zx2(x1), zt(x1)
...

...
...

zx1(xP ), zx2(xP ), zt(xP )





wherezx1(·), zx2(·), and zt(·) are the first derivatives alongx1−, x2−, and t− axes, andP is

the total number of samples in aspace-timelocal analysis window (or cube) around a sample

4Available online fromhttp://users.soe.ucsc.edu/ ˜ rokaf/paper/CVPR2009_saliency_CameraReady.pdf
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Fig. 3. (a) Examples of 2-D LSK in various regions. (b) Examples of space-time local steering kernel (3-D LSK) in various

regions. Note that key frame means the frame where the centerof 3-D LSK is located.

position atxi. For the sake of robustness, we compute a more stable estimate of Cl by invoking

the singular value decomposition (SVD) ofJl with regularization as [35]:

Cl = γl

3∑

q=1

a2
qvqv

T
q ∈ R

(3×3), (5)

with

a1 =
s1 + λ′

√
s2s3 + λ′

, a2 =
s2 + λ′

√
s1s3 + λ′

, a3 =
s3 + λ′

√
s1s2 + λ′

, γi =
(s1s2s3 + λ′′

P

)α

(6)

whereλ′ andλ′′ are regularization parameters that dampen the noise effectand restrictγi and

the denominators ofaq ’s from being zero. The singular values (s1, s2, ands3) and the singular

vectors (v1,v2, andv3) are given by the compact SVD ofJl:

Jl = UlSlV
T
l = Uldiag[s1, s2, s3][v1,v2,v3]

T , (7)

Then, the covariance matrixCl modifies the shape and size of the local kernel in a way which

robustly encodes the space-time local geometric structures present in the video (See Fig.3 (b)
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Fig. 4. Invariance and robustness of LSK weightsW (xl−xi) in various challenging conditions. Note that WGN means White

Gaussian Noise.

for an example.) Similarily to 2D case, 3-D LSKs are formed asfollows:

K(xl − xi) =

√
det(Cl)

h2
exp

{
−(xl − xi)

TCl(xl − xi)

2h2

}
, Cl ∈ R

(3×3). (8)

In the 3-D case, orientation information captured in 3-D LSKcontains the motion information

implicitly [35]. It is worth noting that a significant strength of using this implicit framework (as

opposed to the direct use of estimated motion vectors) is theflexibility it provides in terms of

smoothly and adaptively changing the parameters defined by the singular values in Equation6.

This flexibility allows the accommodation of even complex motions, so long as their magnitudes

are not excessively large. For a more in depth analysis of local steering kernels, we refer the

interested reader to [34], [35].

In what follows, at a positionxi, we will essentially be using (a normalized version of)

the functionK(xl − xi). To be more specific, the local steering kernel functionK(xl − xi) is

calculated at every pixel location and normalized as follows

W (xl − xi)=
K(xl − xi)∑P

l=1 K(xl − xi)
, i = 1, · · · , M. (9)

From a human perception standpoint [36], it has been shown that local image features are

salient when they are distinguishable from the background.Computationally, measuring saliency

requires, as we have seen, the estimation of local feature distributions in an image. For this

purpose, a generalized Gaussian distribution is often employed as in [8], [36], [43].
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Fig. 5. Example of saliency computation in psychological pattern. Note that center+surrounding regions to compute Self-

Resemblance is as large as the entire image in this case. i.e., N = M

However, LSK features follow a power-law distribution (a long-tail distribution) [29]. In other

words, the LSK features are scattered out in a high dimensional feature space, and thus there

basically exists no dense cluster in this feature space. Instead of using a generalized Gaussian

model for this data, we employed a locally adaptive kernel density estimation method which we

explain in the next section.

B. Saliency by Self-Resemblance

As we alluded to in SectionI-B, saliency at a pixelxi is measured using the conditional

density of the feature matrix at that position:Si = p(F|yi = 1). Hence, the task at hand

is to estimatep(F|yi = 1) over i = 1, · · · , M . In general, the Parzen density estimator is

a simple and generally accurate non-parametric density estimation method [33]. However, in

higher dimensions and with an expected long-tail distribution, the Parzen density estimator with

an isotropic kernel is not the most appropriate tool [2], [4], [39]. As explained earlier, the LSK

features tend to generically come from long-tailed distributions, and as such, there are generally
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Fig. 6. Example of saliency computation in natural gray-scale image. Note that center+surrounding regions to compute self-

resemblance is a local neighborhood in this case. i.e.,N << M . Note that red values in saliency map represent higher saliency,

while blue values mean lower saliency.

no tight clusters in the feature space. When we estimate a probability density at a particular

feature point, for instanceFi = [f1
i , · · · , fL

i ] (whereL is the number of vectorized LSKs (f ’s)

employed in the feature matrix), the isotropic kernel centered on that feature point will spread

its density mass equally along all the feature space directions, thus giving too much emphasis

to irrelevant regions of space and too little along the manifold. Earlier studies [2], [4], [39]

also pointed out this problem. This motivates us to usea locally data-adaptive kernel density

estimator.We define the conditional probability densityp(F|yi = 1) at xi as a center value of

a normalized adaptive kernel (weight function)G(·) computed in the center+surround region as

follows:

Si = p̂(F|yi = 1) =
Gi(Fi − Fi)∑N

j=1 Gi(Fi − Fj)
, (10)

where Gi(Fi − Fj) = exp

(
−||Fi−Fj ||

2
F

2σ2

)
, || · ||F is the Frobenious norm,Fi =

[
f
1
i

‖Fi‖F
, · · · ,

f
L
i

‖Fi‖F

]
and

Fj=

[
f
1
j

‖Fj‖F
, · · · ,

f
L
j

‖Fj‖F

]
, andσ is a parameter controlling the fall-off of weights.

Inspired by earlier works such as [6], [7], [21], [29] that have shown the effectiveness of

correlation-based similarity, the kernel functionGi in Equation (10) can be rewritten using the
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Fig. 7. As a example of saliency detection in a color image (inthis case, CIE L*a*b*), we show how saliency is computed

using matrix cosine similarity.

concept of matrix cosine similarity [29] as follows:

Gi(Fi − Fj) = exp

(−1 + ρ(Fi,Fj)

σ2

)
, j = 1, · · · , N, (11)

whereρ(Fi,Fj) is the “Matrix Cosine Similarity (MCS)” between two featurematricesFi,Fj

and is defined as the “Frobenius inner product” between two normalized matrices

ρ(Fi,Fj) =< Fi, Fj >F = trace

(
F

T
i Fj

‖Fi‖F ‖Fj‖F

)
∈ [−1, 1]. This matrix cosine similarity can be rewritten as

a weighted sum of the vector cosine similarities [6], [7], [21] ρ(fi, fj) between each pair of

corresponding feature vectors (i.e., columns) inFi,Fj as follows:

ρi=

L∑

ℓ=1

f ℓ
i

T
f ℓ
j

‖Fi‖F‖Fj‖F

=

L∑

ℓ=1

ρ(f ℓ
i , f

ℓ
j)

‖f ℓ
i ‖‖f ℓ

j‖
‖Fi‖F‖Fj‖F

. (12)

The weights are represented as the product of‖fℓ
i ‖

‖Fi‖F
and ‖fℓ

j ‖

‖Fj‖F
which indicate the relative impor-

tance of each feature in the feature setsFi,Fj. This measure5 not only generalizes the cosine

5This measure can be efficiently computed by column-stackingthe matricesFi,Fj and simply computing the cosine similarity

between two long column vectors.
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Fig. 8. Comparisons between (1) Simple normalized summation and (2) The use of matrix cosine similarity without any

fusion in three different color spaces. Simple normalized summation method tends to be dominated by a particular chrominance

information. It is clearly shown that using matrix cosine similarity provides consistent results than the simple normalized

summation fusion method.

similarity, but also overcomes the disadvantages of the conventional Euclidean distance which

is sensitive to outliers.

Fig. 5 describes what kernel functionsGi look like in various regions of a psychological

pattern image6. As shown in Fig.5, each kernel functionGi has a unique peak value at

xi which represents a likelihood of the pixelxi being salient given feature matrices in the

center+surrounding region. Therefore, saliency atxi (Si = p̂(F|yi = 1)) is the center value

of (the normalized version) of the weight functionGi which contains contributions from all

the surrounding feature matrices. Specifically,Si is computed by inserting Equation (11) into

Equation (10) as follows:

Si =
1

∑N

j=1 exp
(−1+ρ(Fi,Fj)

σ2

) . (13)

As a consequence,̂p(F|yi = 1) reveals howFi is salient given all the featuresFj ’s in a

neighborhood. Fig.6 illustrates how these values computed from a natural image provide a

reliable saliency measure.

6The image came from the website,http://www.svcl.ucsd.edu/projects/discsalbu/
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C. Handling color images

Up to now, we only dealt with saliency detection in a grayscale image. If we have color input

data, we need an approach to integrate saliency informationfrom all color channels. To avoid

some drawbacks of earlier methods [17], [25], we do not combine saliency maps from each

color channel linearly and directly. Instead we utilize theidea of matrix cosine similarity. More

specifically, we first identify feature matrices from each color channelc1, c2, c3 asFc1
i ,Fc2

i ,Fc3
i

as shown in Fig.7. By collecting them as a larger matrixFi = [Fc1
i ,Fc2

i ,Fc3
i ], we can apply

matrix cosine similarity betweenFi andFj. Then, the saliency map from color channels can be

analogously defined as follows:

Si = p̂(F|yi = 1) =
1

∑N

j=1 exp
(−1+ρ(Fi,Fj)

σ2

) . (14)

In order to verify that this idea allows us to achieve a consistent result and leads us to a better

performance than using fusion methods, we have compared three different color spaces7 ; namely

opponent color channels [38], CIE L*a*b* [29], [32] channels, and I R-G B-Y channels [43]

Fig. 8 compares saliency maps using simple normalized summation of saliency maps from

different channels as compared to using matrix cosine similarity. It is clearly seen that using

matrix cosine similarity provides consistent results regardless of color spaces and helps to

avoid some drawbacks of fusion-based methods. To summarize, the overall pseudo-code for

the algorithm is given inAlgorithm 1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed method with comprehensive

experiments in terms of 1) interest region detection; 2) prediction of human fixation data; and 3)

performance on psychological patterns. Comparison is madewith other state-of-the-art methods

both quantitatively and qualitatively.

7 Opponent color space has proven to be superior to RGB, HSV, normalized RGB, and more in the task of object and scene

recognition [38]. Shechman and Irani [32] and Seo and Milanfar [29] showed that CIE L*a*b* performs well in the task of

object detection.
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Algorithm 1 Visual Saliency Detection Algorithm
I : input image or video,P : size of local steering kernel (LSK) or 3-D LSK window,h : a global smoothing parameter for LSK,L : number

of LSK or 3-D LSK used in the feature matrix,N : size of a center+surrounding region for computing self-resemblance,σ : a parameter

controlling fall-off of weights for computing self-resemblance.

Stage1 : Compute Features

if I is an imagethen

Compute the normalized LSKWi and vectorize it tofi, wherei = 1, · · · , M.

else

Compute the normalized 3-D LSKWi and vectorize it tofi, wherei = 1, · · · , M.

end if

Stage2 : Compute Self -Resemblance

for i = 1, · · · , M do

if I is a grayscale image (or video)then

Identify feature matricesFi,Fj in a local neighborhood.

Si = 1
∑

N
j=1 exp

(
−1+ρ(Fi,Fj)

σ2

)

else

Identify feature matricesFi = [F
c1
i

, F
c3
i

, F
c3
i

] andFj = [F
c1
j

, F
c3
j

, F
c3
j

]

in a local neighborhood from three color channels.

Si = 1
∑

N
j=1 exp

(
−1+ρ(Fi,Fj )

σ2

)

end if

end for

Output : Saliency mapSi, i = 1, · · · , M

A. Interest region detection

1) Detecting proto-objects in images:In order to efficiently compute the saliency map, we

downsample an imageI to an appropriate coarse scale(64 × 64). We then compute LSK of

size 3× 3 as features and generate feature matricesFi in a 5 × 5 local neighborhood. The

number of LSK used in the feature matrixFi is set to 9. For all the experiments, the smoothing

parameterh for computing LSK was set to 0.008 and the fall-off parameterσ for computing

self-resemblance was set to 0.07. We obtained an overall saliency map by using CIE L*a*b*

color space throughout all the experiments. A typical run time takes about 1 second at scale

(64 × 64) on an Intel Pentium 4, 2.66 GHz core 2 PC with 2 GB RAM.

From the point of view of object detection, saliency maps canexplicitly represent proto-

objects. We use the idea of non-parametric significance testing to detect proto-objects. Namely,

we compute an empirical PDF from all the saliency values and set a threshold so as to achieve,

for instance, a 95% significance level in deciding whether the given saliency values are in the

extreme (right) tails of the empirical PDF. The approach is based on the assumption that in the
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Fig. 9. Some examples of proto-objects detection in face images [1].

image, a salient object is a relatively rare object and thus results in values which are in the tails

of the distribution of saliency values. After making a binary object map by thresholding the

saliency map, a morphological filter is applied. More specifically, we dilate the binary object

map with a disk shape of size5×5. Proto-objects are extracted from corresponding locations of

the original image. Multiple objects can be extracted sequentially. Fig. 9 shows that the proposed

method works well in detecting proto-objects in the images which contain a group of people in

a complicated cluttered background. Fig.10 also illustrates that our method accurately detects

only salient objects in natural scenes [14].

2) Detecting actions in videos:The goal of action recognition is to classify a given action

query into one of several pre-specified categories. Here, a query video may include a complex

background which deteriorates recognition accuracy. In order to deal with this problem, it is

necessary to have a procedure which automatically segmentsfrom the query video a small

cube that only contains a valid action. Space-time saliencycan provide such a mechanism.

Seo and Milanfar [30] developed an automatic action cropping method by utilizing the idea of

non-parametric significance testing on absolute difference images. Since their method is based

on the absolute difference image, a sudden illumination change between frames can affect the

performance and a choice of the anchor frame is problematic.However, the proposed space-time

saliency detection method can avoid these problems. In order to compute the space-time saliency

map, we only use the illumination channel because color information does not play a vital role in
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Fig. 10. Some examples of proto-objects detection in natural scene images [14]

detecting motion saliency. We downsample each frame of input video I to a coarse spatial scale

(64×64) in order to reduce the time-complexity8. We then compute 3-D LSK of size 3× 3 × 3

as features and generate feature matricesFi in a (3× 3 × 7) local space-time neighborhood. The

number of 3-D LSK used in the feature matrixFi is set to 1 for time efficiency. The procedure

for detecting space-time proto-objects and the rest of parameters remain the same as in the 2-D

case. A typical run of space-time saliency detection takes about 52 seconds on 50 frames of a

video at spatial scale(64 × 64) on an Intel Pentium 4, 2.66 GHz core 2 PC with 2 GB RAM.

Fig. 11 shows that the proposed space-time saliency detection method successfully detects

only salient human actions in both the Weizmann dataset [11]and the KTH dataset [28]. Our

method is also robust to the presence of fast camera zoom in and out as shown in Fig.12 where

8We do not downsample the video in the time domain.
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(a) Weizmann dataset [11]

(b) KTH dataset [28]

Fig. 11. Some examples of detecting salient human actions inthe video (a) the Weizmann dataset [11] and (b) the KTH dataset

[28]

a man is performing a boxing action while a camera zoom is activated.

B. Predicting human visual fixation data

1) Static images:In this section, we used an image database and its corresponding fixation

data collected by Bruce and Tsotsos [5] as a benchmark for quantitative performance analysis and

comparison. This dataset contains eye fixation records from20 subjects for a total of 120 images

of size 681× 511. The parameter settings are the same as explained in Section III-A.1 . Some
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Fig. 12. Space-time saliency detection even in the presenceof fast camera zoom-in. Note that a man is performing a boxing

action while a camera zoom is activated

visual results of our model are compared with state-of-the-art methods in Fig.13. As opposed

to Bruce’s method [5] which is quite sensitive to textured regions, and SUN [43] which is

somewhat better in this respect, the proposed method is muchless sensitive to background texture.

To compare the methods quantitatively, we also computed thearea under receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) curve, and KL-divergence by following the experimental protocol of [43].

In [43], Zhang et al. pointed out that the dataset collected by Bruce [5] is center-biased and the

methods by Itti et al. [17], Bruce et al. [5] and Gao et al. [8] are all corrupted by edge effects

which resulted in relatively higher performance than they should have (See Fig.14.). We compare

our model against Itti et al.9 [17], Bruce and Tsotsos10 [5], Gao et al. [8], and SUN11 [43]. For

the evaluation of the algorithm, we used the same procedure as in [43]. More specifically, the

shuffling of the saliency maps is repeated 100 times. Each time, KL-divergence is computed

between the histograms of unshuffled saliency and shuffled saliency on human fixations. When

calculating the area under the ROC curve, we also used 100 random permutations. The mean and

9Downloadable fromhttp://ilab.usc.edu/toolkit/home.shtml

10Downloadable fromhttp://web.me.com/john.tsotsos/VisualAttention/ST_a nd_Saliency.html

11Downloadable fromhttp://www.roboticinsect.net/index.htm
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Fig. 13. Examples of saliency maps with comparison to the state-of-the-art methods. Visually, our method outperforms other

state-of-the-art methods.

Fig. 14. Comparison of average saliency maps on human fixatondata by Bruce and Tsotsos [5]. Averages were taken across

the saliency maps for a total of 120 color images. Note that Bruce et al.’s method [5] exhibits zero values at the image borders

while SUN [43] and our method do not have edge effects

the standard errors are reported in TableI. Our model outperforms all the other state-of-the-art

methods in terms of both KL-divergence and ROC area.
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Fig. 15. Performance comparison on human fixation data by Bruce and Tsotsos [5] with respect to the choice of 1)N : size

of cneter+surrouding resion for computing self-resemblance 2)P : size of LSK; and 3)L: number of LSk used in the feature

matrix. Run time on one image is shown on top of each bar.

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE IN PREDICTING HUMAN EYE FIXATIONS WHEN VIEWING COLOR IMAGES. SEMEANS STANDARD ERRORS.

Model KL (SE) ROC (SE)

Itti et al. [17] 0.1130 (0.0011) 0.6146 (0.0008)

Bruce and Tsotsos [5]0.2029 (0.0017) 0.6727 (0.0008)
Gaoet al. [8] 0.1535 (0.0016) 0.6395 (0.0007)

Zhanget al. [43] 0.2097 (0.0016) 0.6570 (0.0008)
Our method 0.2779 (0.002) 0.6896 (0.0007)

We further examined how the performance of the proposed method is affected by the choice

of parameters such as 1)N : size of center+surrouding region for computing self-resemblance 2)

P : size of LSK; and 3)L: number of LSK used in the feature matrix. As shown in Fig.15, it

turns out that as we increaseN , the overall performance is improved while increasingP andL

rather deteriorates the performance. Overall, the best performance was achieved with the choice

of P = 3 × 3 = 9, L = 3 × 3 = 9, andN = 7 × 7 = 49 at the expense of increased runtime.
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2) Response to Psychological Pattern:We also tested our method on psychological patterns.

Psychological patterns are widely used in attention experiments not only to explore the mech-

anism of visual search, but also to test effectiveness of saliency maps [37], [40]. As shown in

Fig. 16, whereas SUN [43] and Bruce’s method [5] failed to capture perceptual differences in

most cases, Gao’s method [8] and Spectral Residual [14] tendto capture perceptual organization

rather better. Overall, however, the proposed saliency algorithm outperforms other methods in

all cases including closure pattern (Fig.16 (a)) and texture segregation (Fig.16 (b)) which seem

to be very difficult even for humans to distinguish.

3) Dynamic scenes:In this section, we quantitatively evaluate our space-timesaliency algo-

rithm on the human fixation video data from Itti et al. [15]. This dataset consists of a total of 520

human eye-tracking data traces recorded from 8 distinct subjects watching 50 different videos

(TV programs, outdoors, test stimuli, and video games: about 25 minutes of total playtime).

Each video has a resolution of size 640× 480. Eye movement data was collected using an

ISCAN RK-464 eye-tracker. For evaluation, two hundred (four subjects× fifty video clips) eye

movement traces were used (See [15] for more details.) As similarly done earlier, we computed

the area under receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, and the KL-divergence by following

the experimental protocol of [42]. We compare our model against Bayesian Surprise [17] and

SUNDAy [42]. Note that human eye movement data collected by Itti et al. [15] is also center-

biased and Bayesian Surprise [15] is corrupted by edge effects which resulted in relatively

higher performance than it should have. For the evaluation of the algorithm, we compare the

results of the proposed models from one frame to those of a randomly chosen frame from other

videos. In other words, shuffling of the saliency maps is doneacross videos. For each video,

KL-divergence is computed between the histograms of unshuffled saliency and shuffled saliency

on human fixations. When calculating the area under the ROC curve, we also used the same

shuffling procedure. The mean ROC area and the mean KL-divergence are reported in TableII .

Our model outperforms Bayseian Surprise and SUNDAy in termsof both KL-divergence and

ROC area. Some visual results of our model are shown in Fig.17.

Our model is simple, but very fast and powerful. In terms of time complexity, a typical run
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. Examples of Saliency map on psychological patterns. (a) images are from [14] (b) images are from [8].

time takes about 8 minutes12 on a video of about 500 frames while Bayesian Surprise requires

hours because there are 432,000 distributions that must be updated with each frame.

12Zhang et al. [42] reported that their method runs in Matlab ona video of about 500 frames in minutes on a Pentium 4, 3.8

GHz dual core PC with 1 GB RAM.
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Fig. 17. (Some results on the video dataset [15] a) video clips (b) space-time saliency map (c) a frame from (a) (d) a frame

superimposed with corresponding saliency map from (b)
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE IN PREDICTING HUMAN EYE FIXATIONS WHEN VIEWING VIDEOS [15].

Model KL ROC

Bayesian Surprise [15]0.034 0.581
SUNDAy [42] 0.041 0.582

Our method 0.262 0.589

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a unified framework for both static and space-time saliency

detection algorithm by employing 2-D and 3-Dlocal steering kernels; and by using a nonparamet-

ric kernel density estimation based on “Matrix Cosine Similarity” (MCS). The proposed method

can automatically detect salient objects in the given imageand salient moving objects in videos.

The proposed method is practically appealing because it is nonparametric, fast, and robust to

uncertainty in the data. Experiments on challenging sets ofreal-world human fixation data (both

images and videos) demonstrated that the proposed saliencydetection method achieves a high

degree of accuracy and improves upon state-of-the-art methods. Due to its robustness to noise

and other systemic perturbations, we also expect the present framework to be quite effective in

other applications such as image quality assessment, background subtraction in dynamic scene,

and video summarization.
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